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throwing dummy for the time being, intent on 
reintroducing it later.  I don’t want to encourage 
that error, and the pup is much too young to either 
try to force train or discipline.  Doing so would 
ruin it for sure.  Every training session must be 
short, fun, and positive for a number of months 
to come.

Day Six - Recalling Elwood’s fear of some 
loud noises, I wanted him to begin associating a 
shotgun with pleasurable experiences.  I began 
taking my old pump gun out of the gun rack.  
After checking it carefully for shells.  I placed it 
on the couch beside Elwood as he began his ten 
minute session with the toy football.  Once he 
became used to it, I began loudly working the 
action the moment before I’d thrown the dummy.  
He ignored the loud closing of the bolt and made 
his retrieves from the couch.

Elwood now associates the gun with some-
thing that he loves to do, retrieve, and that can 
only help as I begin introducing him to the pop of 
a cap pistol, the crack of a twenty two, and finally, 
the report of a shotgun.  As in every other aspect 
of puppy training, each individual step is tiny, but 
builds on the next, so that the young retriever gets 
the feeling that nothing is happening that hasn’t 
always happened before.

Day Seven - Elwood is ready to show off.  He 
fairly growls with determination as he makes 
long outside retrieves, grabbing the six inch long 
football and turning on a dime to race it straight 
back to me.  I’ve started giving him a tiny dog treat 
at the moment of exchange so that he doesn’t get 
in the habit of either dropping the dummy early 
or trying to wrestle me for it.  That treat will be 
weaned away from him as he matures.

Of course, Elwood is only beginning.  He’s 
got a lot to learn, and a long way to go if he’ll ever 
achieve the cult status that Charlie enjoyed with 
virtually everyone who hunted with him, from 
Jerry Fosbender, for whom Charlie made a blind 
retrieve on a tiny snipe he’d dumped into a nearly 
impenetrable marsh across a pond, to Jim Meyer, 
who sent the dog a cigar when his boy was born.

But through baby steps, I’ve got Elwood on the 
right path.  He’s learning to learn.  Little worries 
are being corrected by subtle actions now, so that 
such flaws as gun shyness, half retrieves or bird 
mashing don’t appear “suddenly” a year from now.  
I’m getting to know the little guy, and he’s getting 

to know that he’s safe with his big buddy.
He just might be a good one some day.


